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930 SHAKER MAPLE FROSTY WHITE

Meet “home central” - with efficient work space for the “chef” featuring tall cabinets to maximize space and show off treasures, 

a built-in desk area to check up on those emails or get work done, a center island which features a dining table,  a cushion topped bench for sitting and chatting 

-  a room to make for that coveted “quality time”, a welcome space for the entire family to gather.



NEO WHITE GLOSS + MANHATTAN WENGE NATURAL

A blending of materials, playing light off dark, to make for a simplistic design that maximizes space with double stacked flip up wall cabinets

-featuring frosted glass, a compact island with plenty of drawer space and matching doors for appliances. 

A perfect harmony of vertical and horizontal lines - the sleek, vertical look of the tall wall cabinets combined with the horizontal look of the wide flip up wall cabinets.  

A look that can carry over into your other rooms - such as the entertainment cabinet under your flat screen TV.



930 SHAKER CHERRY HARVEST GOLD

This simple yet attractive shaker style with standard matching drawer fronts 

goes well with contemporary stainless steel handpulls and appliances.

Your kitchen will get a better and cleaner look with our frameless cabinets.



NEO WHITE GLOSS

Luminescent, fresh look with simple elegant lines makes for a truly contemporary, European Look.

With this design, the amount of storage space is maximized by the use of wide drawer base cabinets, 

featuring aluminum soft close drawers, tall wall cabinets & square flip up doors for a unique accent.



MANHATTAN CHERRY SEPIA   AMBER

Sleek styling, fresh and modern, with matching door panels on the dishwasher and island.

Providing much usable space, even in a smaller kitchen. The wine bottle cabinet over the refrigerator is perfect for holding those “special” bottles.

The combination of light and dark finishes makes for a truly in Vogue look.

+



EXCEL IV SHAKER SATIN WHITE 949

Part of the Excel Painted MDF door series, Excel IV Shaker combines a very popular door design with a durable, lacquer finish normally reserved for high-end cabinets.

Available with slab (as shown) or matching small drawer fronts and in a range of colors.

Special order colors are available.



SOHO CHERRY COFFEE

Soho, a flat panel veneer door is available in Maple, Cherry and Rift Cut Oak.

Combined with Concealed Aluminum Frame doors and sleek, stainless steel rail pulls, 

Soho provides that much sought after contemporary look for today’s discerning market.



930 SHAKER CHERRY CINNAMON

A country classic; simple shaker style doors and a lovely farm style sink remind us of when life was much simpler. 

Using panels to enclose the blower & duct work transforms the Grooved Hood into a focal point of the kitchen.

The island, accented with grooved panels and traditional corbels, provides space for meal preparation, clean up or pleasant conversation. 

Matching, 5pc drawer fronts are standard, with Slab available on request.



FORESTVILLE MAPLE CRYSTAL WHITE PEWTER GLAZE

Old World Charm with the updated conveniences of Modern Day living.

A kitchen for wine lovers with a tall wine cabinet placed between refrigerator and freezer and a second wine rack with stemware holder featured on the center island.

The wood range hood with pullouts, integrated custom appliance doors, architectural moldings & wine station combine functionality with beauty

-- for the connoisseur with discriminating taste.



MITER RAISED CHERRY HARVEST GOLD

This raised panel, miter cherry door comes with matching 5 piece drawer fronts and mullion style glass doors.

The grooved hood, hutch with fluted fillers/grooved back panel and inlay crown with rope molding add a custom touch to this kitchen.

The spice drawer wall cabinet provides convenient access and storage for spices and small utensils.



970 SQUARE CHERRY CORDOVAN

The interplay of light and dark colors in this kitchen creates a distinguished atmosphere.  

Square raised panel doors with slab drawer fronts, 970 cherry combines the warmth of cherry wood with traditional styling

to create a cozy, inviting kitchen. Available in a variety of finishes and glazing options. Matching 5 piece drawer fronts are optional.



920 MARQUIS MAPLE MESA BROWN GLAZE

Shown with optional matching drawer fronts, this maple, flat panel door offers unique design opportunities

with brown glaze (as shown), mocha or white glaze. The use of moldings, legs and corbels transforms this kitchen from simple to sophisticated.

Inverted base cabinet provides additional storage under sinks or cooktops.



970 SQUARE MAPLE NATURAL

With traditional square raised panel doors and slab drawerfronts,

natural maple provides a nice contrast to the dark granite tops and stainless steel appliances.

Available in a variety of finishes and glazing options. Matching 5 piece drawer fronts are optional.



950 ARCH MAPLE TOFFEE

With maple wood in a light finish, 950 maple toffee will brighten any kitchen.

Mullion glass goors and an open hutch unit provide room for displaying little treasures.

The grooved hood, table legs and gable end panel offer a nice finishing touch.



2500 WHITE TEXTURED WHITE

The square raised panel doors and standard matching drawer fronts of euro 2500 white provide high-end style at a reasonable price. 

Crown molding and fluted columns complete the look. The pullout waste bin allows for easy disposal and concealment of waste. The 3 tier lazy susan helps organize boxed and

canned goods for easy access and tilt-out trays keep washcloths and sponges off faucets and countertops. This door is also available in solid colors, woodgrains and gloss finishes.



NEO WHITE GLOSS

BARCLAY CHERRY
CORDOVAN

970 SQUARE MAPLE 
COLONIAL BROWN GLAZE 

MITER RAISED CHERRY
HARVEST GOLD

LANCASTER MAPLE
CRYSTAL WHITE 
MOCHA HIGHLIGHT

970 SQUARE MAPLE 
CRYSTAL WHITE

MITER RAISED MAPLE 
ALPINE MOCHA GLAZE

MANOR MAPLE TOFFEE

950 ARCH CHERRYY
CARMEL

KENT CHERRY NATURAL

SOMERSET CHERRY 
CORDOVAN

KINGSTON MAPLE
NUTMEG

HEYWOOD MAPLE 
NUTMEG BROWN GLAZE

SOMERSET MAPLE
CRYSTAL WHITE
PEWTER HIGHLIGHT

HALLMARK CHERRY 
CARMEL

920 MARQUIS MAPLE 
NUTMEG BROWN GLAZE

930 SHAKER MAPLE 
FROSTY WHITE

MANHATTAN 
RIFT CUT OAK SEPIA

STOCKTON MAPLE 
TOFFEE

ARCADIA MAPLE
HARVEST GOLD

MANHATTAN BAMBOO 
NATURAL

AVALON CHERRY SEPIA

EUREKA CHERRY 
COFFEE

SOHO CHERRY CORDOVAN

EMERSON MAPLE
FROSTY WHITE

MADISON CHERRY 
CARMEL

ASTORIA RIFT CUT OAK 
SEPIA

930 SHAKER CHERRY 
HARVEST GOLD

MANHATTAN WENGE 
NATURAL

CHELSEA ZEBRAWOOD 
NATURAL
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AMBROSIA MAPLE
CRYSTAL WHITE 
MOCHA GLAZE

CELEBRATION MAPLE 
HARVEST GOLD

MOROCO BRUSHED WHITE

VALENTINE MAPLE 
HARVEST GOLD

ANDOVER CHERRY
CORDOVAN

TUSCANY ANTIQUE WHITE

LAVENDER CHERRY
CINNAMON

2500 WHITE  

EXCEL 4 GROOVE CREAM 
BROWN HIGHLIGHT

FORESTVILLE MAPLE 
CHESAPEAKE 
MOCHA HIGHLIGHT

MOROCO WENGE

EXCEL 4 SHAKER WHITE

AMHERST CHERRY
NUTMEG MOCHA GLAZE

MOROCO 
BRUSHED WALNUT 

CONCEALED ALUMINUM 
FRAMED GLASS DOOR  
(CABINET)
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ALPINE NATURAL MESA NUTMEG FAWN HARVEST GOLD TOFFEE CINNAMON SEPIA

MAPLE GLAZE

ALPINE MOCHA NATURAL MOCHA HARVEST GOLD
MOCHA

MESA BROWN NUTMEG BROWN FAWN BROWN HARVEST GOLD
BROWN

TOFFEE BROWN CINNAMON 
BROWN

MAPLE COLOURTONE AND GLAZE

FROSTY WHITE 
PEWTER

CRYSTAL WHITE
PEWTER

CHESAPEAKE
PEWTER

FROSTY WHITE 
MOCHA

CRYSTAL WHITE
MOCHA

CHESAPEAKE
MOCHA

FROSTY WHITE
BROWN 

CRYSTAL WHITE
BROWN

CHESAPEAKE
BROWN

CHERRY

NUTMEG FAWN HARVEST GOLD TOFFEE AMBER AUTUMN COLONIAL CINNAMON CARMEL

CHERRY GLAZE

HARVEST GOLD
BROWN

TOFFEE BROWN CARMEL BROWN CORDOVAN BROWN

EURO THERMOFOIL

WHITE ANTIQUE WHITE PLANKED MAPLE CANDLELIGHT BRUSHED WALNUT WENGE BRUSHED ALUMINUM

HG WHITE HG ANTIQUE WHITE

PAINTED (NEO)     PAINTED (EXCEL)

WHITE 949 ANTIQUE WHITE CREAM IVORY HAZE SAND

COLORS

Due to printing limitations, colors may not match finished product. See actual samples before making selections.

HG DARK CHERRY HG ZEBRA

CHESAPEAKECRYSTAL WHITEFROSTY WHITE

BRUSHED WHITE

HG BLACK

CORDOVAN VICTORIAN SEPIA COFFEE
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